ALWAYS “FIXED FORMULA”
FOR CONSISTENT
QUALITY, PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY

Feeding and Care Recommendations
Show Sheep
If you have just purchased your lamb, you are probably moving it to its new home.
Whenever a change in a feeding program is made, it should be made gradually. It is a
good idea to assume that your lamb has previously been on a unique feeding program
consisting of hay and other types of feed.
So that your lamb will easily adapt to King Lamb Show Complete, make the change in
the feeding program in a gradual manner, especially when changing from a diet high in
roughage (hay) to a diet high in grain content. For lambs that have been on a high
roughage diet, gradually increase King Lamb Show Complete by about ½ pound every
other day while slowly decreasing the daily amount of roughage. Until you aren’t feeding
any hay at all.
Feed your lamb King Lamb Show Complete 2 times per day, morning and night. You
should feed your lamb between 2 ½ - 4 ½ pounds of grain per day. Feed the same amount
of King Lamb Show Complete in the morning as you do in the evening. Remember that
you shouldn’t feed any hay to your lamb when you are feeding King Lamb Show
Complete.
Although we recommend feeding King Lamb Show Complete, we also manufacture King
Lamb Supreme. For those of you that prefer feeding hay, this classic formula has been
designed to work in partnership with hay. You should feed a combined weight of Lamb
Supreme and Hay of approximately 3-4 ½ pounds per day.
Weigh and mark your feed scoop or container to make sure that you feed the right
amount of King Lamb Show Complete. Always use the same scoop or container, don’t
borrow from someone else and assume they are feeding the same amount of feed.
You should always give your lamb fresh feed. If your lamb is leaving old feed behind,
you are probably feeding too much.
Don’t mix or add any other feed with King Lamb Show Complete, it has been formulated
to give your lamb all of the vitamins and nutrients it needs. King Lamb Show Complete
also contains Deccox, an ingredient used to prevent coccidiosis in young lambs.
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By feeding King Lamb Show Complete, your lamb should gain ½ - 1 pound per day.
Your lamb will achieve the maximum rate of gain when it is on full feed. Don’t forget to
weigh your lamb on a weekly basis to make sure it isn’t getting too fat or staying too thin.
Be mindful of weight minimums and maximums for the Fair you plan on entering.
Make sure your lamb has fresh clean water at all times.

